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Project Woodland  Regulatory Review Report

• Final version edits

– Further research

– Contextual background 

– Feedback received from stakeholders

• Recommendations:

– Do something: which is considered beneficial, lawful, practical and implementable

– Don’t do something: which is considered not beneficial or not lawful

– Consider doing something: which is considered lawful, but subject to other policy 

considerations may or may not be beneficial or practical
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Challenges in implementing EU law in the Irish 
Forestry Sector

• Volume of applications requiring specialist ecological assessment driven by:

– Ambitious afforestation programme

– High volume of small-scale forests

– Complex hydrology, connecting forestry with Natura 2000 sites

– Revised AA screening SOP (2019) in response to CJEU rulings

• Overnight, the proportion of applications requiring AA increased to over 80%
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Recommendations 1 - 2

• 1 – 2: Adopt mandatory ‘no go’ zones, following AA/SEA screening, and 

the steps for DAFM to follow

− This recommendation may be affected by the CJEU ruling in Eco Advocacy 

(No.2)

− Regulated / mandatory water set-backs

− Subject to SEA screening / AA prior to adoption

− Inform screening process for each afforestation / felling licence application

− Reliance not a trigger for full AA unless site specific conditions raise 

reasonable scientific doubt
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Reason for Recommendations 1-2

• AA Screening SOP (2019)

– directed Inspectors to treat as ‘mitigation’ which must be disregarded at

screening:

(i) compliance with the Environmental guidelines, requirements, and

standards, and

(ii) any specific safeguards detailed in the application itself.

– increased the screening area to 15km

• Disregarding all guidelines/standards at AA screening stage significantly

contributed to delay and backlog and increases workload for future

applications
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Recommendation 3

• 3: Do not remove the 15km screening radius

– 15km is the desktop data gathering area

– DAFM may consider looking at whether the system would permit data to be 

gathered from a smaller area for smaller-scale forestry projects, however it is 

unclear whether this would offer any improvement to existing processes and 

procedure, and it risks insufficient data being gathered in areas sensitive to 

such projects. 
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Reason for Recommendation 3

• AA Screening SOP (2019)

– Erroneously based on NPWS Guidance (2010)

– Erroneously describes 15km as ‘likely zone of impact’

• 15km is just the desktop data gathering range

– The ‘zone of impact’ is defined by source-pathway-receptor connection

– Pathway for aquatic zone/catchment greater than 15km

– SOP cites Scottish Natural Heritage document and the ‘core range’ of

species for AA screening purposes, greater than 15km.

• 15km does not materially increase workload or likelihood of significant effects
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Recommendations 4-6

• Introduce reasonable time-limits for decisions

4: a statutory objective to determine a licence application within a prescribed

period, (may be different for different application types)

Time for decision should be made extendable on prior notice, giving reasons.

5: prescribe time-limits for different stages in a decision-making procedure.

6: consider whether possible to provide ‘fast-track’ applications for emergency

and/or ‘low risk’ applications.

• Avoid any ‘default’ scenarios as EIA/Habitats would not allow permission by 

default.
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Recommendation 7

7: Move towards a more Plan led approach

• Build on “Indicative Forestry Statement (2008)” by consulting on data sets for

spatial mapping process, criteria to define categories (and sub-categories, if

required) of areas which may be identified as suitable or unsuitable,

breakdown of the type of forests which may be suitable in certain areas, as

up-to-date guide and support for applicants and decision-makers. Filter

applications by reference to spatial categorisation of the land/forest type.

• Applications for lands deemed suitable (following AA and SEA) should benefit

from faster decision-making and more certainty. DAFM to deploy specialist

resources where they are most needed, and to support the EU Forest Strategy

2030 for the right tree in the right place and for the right purpose.
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Recommendations 8 - 9

• 8: Identify ‘Go To’ Areas

– (linked to Recommendation 7) consider whether there is any potential to

adopt ‘go to’ areas for forestry, subject to prior public consultation and

SEA/AA, to incentivise and de-risk afforestation licence applications in

those areas.

• 9: Adopt standardised conditions and generally binding rules  

– in relation to standards which are to be met by licensees, with the

objective of ensuring consistency, clarity, and a more streamlined

approach to drafting and determining licences.

– generally binding rules avoid excessive conditions
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Recommendations 10-11

• Calibrate the licensing system according to risk

10: consider whether there are any activities which require less scrutiny. Any

such ‘lower risk’ activities could be dealt with according to a lower-order

regulatory control mechanism such as a permit with mostly standard

conditions, or in the case of a very low risk activity, based on a prior

notification / registration and subject to Regulations and/or generally binding

rules.

11: consider, with NPWS and others, Article 10 woodland ecological corridors

and ‘stepping stones’, to include as objectives within CDPs, LAPs, habitat

management plans, forestry plans and strategies, and any revised ‘Indicative

Forestry Statement’ to encourage woodland creation with a positive

biodiversity impact for Natura 2000 sites.
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Recommendation 12

12: Do not exempt ‘thinning’ 

• consider whether there is any category of ‘thinning’ which might be 

considered lower risk, from an environmental and social perspective, following 

SEA/AA/WFD assessment. 

• ‘low risk’ thinning with standard permit or registration instead of full licence. 

• Always AA screening, with right to require AA/licence if necessary

• thinning approved with approval of forest management plan, for public and 

larger forests (subject to legal amendment/preparatory work to set criteria for 

the appropriate level of regulatory control for the ‘thinning’ activities 

concerned
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Recommendations 13-14

• Do not exempt forest roads 

12. Ensure that forest road applications are considered in parallel with any

associated application for afforestation or felling or thinning licence, to

ensure that foresters can carry out road development when required,

particularly where other activity is contingent on the road. The potential

location of the forest road and access to the public road should be

considered as part of the initial afforestation licence application, to ensure

that any potential access or haul route difficulties which may arise at the

felling or thinning stage are identified before afforestation is authorised.

13. Consider whether there is any ‘low risk’ category of forest road could be

handled under a standard permit or registration instead of full licence (as

above).
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Recommendations 15-16

• 15. Do not adopt a single integrated licence for all forestry activities

– Complicating regulatory issues

• 16. Consider forest management planning for larger forests and at the 

option of foresters

– consider a forest management planning approach for certain regular 

recurring forestry activities, subject to DAFM being satisfied that it has the 

necessary resources to ensure active engagement as well as effective 

monitoring and enforcement of the plans, as assessed and approved.  

– Potential for recurring thinning to be assessed and approved in a FMP 

which may be subject to periodic revision and up-dating, and fresh AA 

screening/AA if considered necessary
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Recommendations 17-19

Adopt emergency response standards and plans

• 17. consult on standard procedures for emergencies, storms, fire, disease etc. 

Afforestation licence application should be accompanied by an emergency 

response plan, prepared in accordance with the standards, kept up-dated 

every 3-5 years to take account of changes to the forest, in the receiving 

environment, and the risks which emerge as the forest matures. 

• 18. Forestry Regs may be amended to exempt emergency works carried out in 

accordance with emergency response plan, subject to notification to DAFM 

and right to require AA/licence where appropriate. 

• 19. Afforestation licence conditions should oblige licensee to give prior notice 

of emergency works, to be carried out in compliance with the emergency 

response plan. 
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Recommendation 20 

• 20. Facilitate training and education for DAFM Inspectors and other 

decision-makers

– Inspectors and personnel involved in decision-making regular access to 

relevant training to keep abreast of relevant EU and domestic 

environmental law, and the methodological approach to carrying out 

screening for AA and screening for EIA (where applicable) and assessing 

the implications for water quality and species.    

– All personnel involved in the preparation of licence decisions would 

benefit from periodic refresher training on the duty to give reasons under 

section 7(3) of the Forestry Act and Regulation 21(1)(b) of the Forestry 

Regulations. 
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Recommendations 21 - 22

• 21. Amend the Forestry Act and Regulations 

– As described in report

• 22. Keep the Reference Report updated

– To assist in evaluating any future Project Woodland recommendations 

and policy proposals

– To confirm the outcome of significant CJEU referrals now pending.


